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First Kingdom hardback: over to you
FK metaphorically hit the shelves on Feb 4th, and was reviewed more or less right away in
The Times, by Tom Holland. He wrote a very kind review of The King in the North years
ago, and I am predisposed to be grateful to him. He has been kind, again, to the First
Kingdom, but I was rather disappointed to find that his piece was really about (and was
accompanied by a meaninglessly anachronistic picture of), King Arthur. Oh dear. I
suppose, when Head of Zeus insisted on having the 'A' word in the title, I should have
expected it. Even so, Holland has missed an important (to me) point. He gets the
impression that I am 'uninterested' in Arthur – so I'm guessing he didn't read as far as the
bit where I explain WHY I relegate Arthur to a bit-part vignette. The book is about the
exercise of power and the development of territorial lordship, because that's the best
lead we have for following a continuous thread through the very shady parts of a pretty
shady period. And Arthur tells us nothing about territorial lordship.
And then, in short order, another piece, by Gerard de root, came out the following week,
also in The Times. It's a little more measured; and I think he had read more of the book
than Tom had. What amused (and, partly, horrified) me was the series of comments
posted online about the De Groot article, many of which presumed that it was a precis of
the book, rather than a commentary. I leave readers of this newsletter to read some of
the choicest, with no additional comment required by me – I've left out the more
complimentary posts. The lesson, long absorbed by any author, is that once you have set
your work free and it's in the public domain, you cannot be surprised if people make of it
what they will. You can't tell them what to think (Okay, you can, but it's not what I want
to do). If they get the 'wrong' impression, you have to suck it up and accept that your
mind is now, to an extent, public property.
I've posted the DeGroot piece too on my Homepage after the Tom Holland review, so
you can see the context…
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Trees of Life paperback
Meantime, I've just been sent advance copies of the paperback edition of Trees of Life.
It's more financially accessible than the giant coffee table version and, thumbing through
it, I think it's nicer all round – the compactness of it, the print quality and the more
integrated text and images condense it into something altogether more satisfying. It
would hit the shelves on March 4th, if there were any shelves left to hit. If you order it
online at Wordery, you can avoid the guilt of purchasing from you-know-who…

The Wood Age on Fire
Sometimes a chapter comes more easily than you think it will; at other times, you think
it'll be straightforward and then… don't know quite where to start. I had stupidly
assumed that I could fill a 9,000 word chapter about fire more or less knowing what I
was about. I mean, I've played with plenty of fire; suffered its consequences; sold
firewood; made charcoal and read plenty about it. And then, like fire itself, the solid
content went up in smoke and I was left with a pile of tropes to type up. So it was back
to the drawing board and to some more obscure reading to get the chapter properly on
track and to ensure that I could underpin it with evidence and thinking, rather than with
anecdote. I had thought, for example, that I knew the literature on fire, cooking and
nutrition as elements of human evolution. It turns out not to be quite so simple. But
then, that's why writing is itself an intellectual pursuit; and why it's so challenging.

